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Disclosure:
Dr. Rishi Manchanda, Andrea Werner, and Maggie
Kochtoday have no relevant financial or nonfinancial
relationship(s) within the services described, reviewed,
evaluated, or compared in this presentation.
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Session Objectives
By the end of this session participants will be able to:
Define “Upstream Quality Improvement” and how it can be
applied to eliminate medical debt and improve financial health
and wellbeing
Describe two strategies that have been effective in reducing
medical debt: Forgiveness and Prevention
Recite an example of how one health system has applied the
model for improvement in reducing medical debt.
Test a “Medical Debt Prevention Bundle” within one’s health
system
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Audience Questions
What experience do you have with medical
debt?
What experience do you have addressing
medical debt?
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Medical Debt
Medical Debt put 10.5 million Americans in poverty in
2016
Medical debt is the largest contributor to increasing the
number of individuals in poverty in the U.S.
The costs of medical debt often force families to make
extraordinary, often tragic tradeoffs.

39% of uninsured Americans who reported problems
paying medical bills told researchers that they were
unable to pay for food, heat, or housing as a result.

Share of population with medical debt in collections, 2016

Source: Debt in America. An Interactive Map. Dec 6, 2017.
https://apps.urban.org/features/debt-interactive-map/
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What drives medical debt?
• 2/3 of medical debt is caused by a one-time or short-term
medical expense (e.g. hospital stay or an accident).
• 1/3 of medical debt is related to treatment costs for
chronic conditions.
• The most common chronic conditions driving medical debt are
• Cancer
• Heart disease
• Diabetes

• 55% of those with medical bill problems report debt of
$2,500 or more.
• Costs related to emergency room visits, hospitalization, dental care, and diagnostic
tests like X-rays and MRIs account for the largest share of what people owe.
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Moving Quality Improvement Upstream
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Upstream Quality Improvement
Social sector QI

Social sector organizations
identify opportunities for
quality improvement to
improve food security,
housing stability & other social
determinants of health.

Public Health QI

Public health organizations
identify opportunities for
quality improvement to
improve health systems,
surveillance, response and
outcomes.

Upstream
QI

Healthcare QI

High performing
healthcare systems
routinely identify
opportunities for quality
improvement to improve
value and outcomes.

Improvement Projects vs Campaigns
Projects

Campaigns

Usually one organization develops, implements, and
evaluates a project.

A campaign may be guided by staff, but members of the
community are directly involved in developing and
implementing it – and may evaluate it, too.

A project usually focuses on services and/or individual
behavior change

A campaign usually focuses on changes in policies,
institutional practices, and/or social norms.

A project is usually non-controversial or only minimally A campaign is likely to encounter opposition, and in a
controversial
public way, when it challenges the status quo in the
community or in institutions

A small and finite group of people are involved in a
project from start to finish (e.g. project director,
coordinator, trainer, researcher, etc.)

A campaign seeks to build an ever-expanding number of
people who will participate in this and future campaigns
for social determinants and equity

A project contains pre-determined and specific goals,
objectives, and results that must be produced during
the term of the project.

A campaign has specific goals and a flexible strategy so it
can respond to incidents as they occur in order to further
the campaign's goal

A project must be accountable to its funder and the
organization’s board.

A campaign must be accountable to more than one
organization and to members of a community.

A project may encourage dependence of people in
the community on one service organization.

A campaign encourages the development of new
leaders, skills, and the empowerment of members of the
community.

Adapted from Transforming Communities: Technical Assistance and Training Project. Accessed April 20, 2018
http://www.transformcommunities.org/sites/default/files/project_or_campaign_0.pdf

Strategy:
Forgiveness
Dr. Rishi Manchanda

Campaign to End Medical Debt
As an alliance with a shared commitment to health
improvement and poverty reduction, we seek to
prevent and reduce the harms of medical debt.
Working together, we can each:
• Give to forgive
• Do one thing to prevent
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We forgave $2M in medical debt for LA-area families
and are working to prevent millions more.
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June 2016: Comedian John Oliver works with a
nonprofit, RIP Medical Debt, to forgive $15M of
medical debt with just $60K

Dec 2016: Inspired by John Oliver, we forgive $1.5M
of medical debt in California’s Central Valley with an
anonymous $25K gift

June 2017: Advocates & researchers form the
Campaign to End Medical Debt, a nonprofit coalition
to provide communities with a platform to forgive and
prevent medical debt in the first place.

Jan 2018: The Campaign to End Medical Debt
raises $20K and forgives $2M in medical debt in
Southern California. Mounts local effort to end
“balance billing” by out-of-network ambulances.

Feb 2018 – present: Word spreads. Local NBC TV
station leads effort to abolish $15M. Presentations to
IHI Leadership Alliance, PolicyLink, National Alliance
of Healthcare Purchaser Coalitions.
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Give to forgive medical debt
We raise funds.
Then, RIP Medical Debt, a
nonprofit founding partner,
negotiates to purchase
debt at pennies on the dollar
(average ratio is 1:100).
Hospitals &
doctors sell
medical debt
This debt is
accounts to debt
bundled into
collectors.
portfolios for sale
on secondary
debt marketplace

We forgive the debt.
RIP Medical Debt sends
letter to families confirming
tax-free debt abolition.
• Debt is contractually removed from
credit report. Credit scores typically
improve within 2-3 months
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Give to Forgive – Sample Call to Action
Commit to give or raise $500
A gift of $500 will forgive up to $50K in
medical debt

Rally friends and colleagues to
raise $20K to forgive up to
$2million in your community
Add the Campaign to End Medical Debt to
your organization’s Employee Giving Portal
(e.g. through Benevity)
Ask your local TV station to help
Example: NBC 4 Los Angeles and other NBC
affiliates around the country are raising funds
to forgive $15 million in debt
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Do one thing to prevent medical debt
Patients and families can exercise their
right to negotiate

We help partners
do one thing
to prevent
medical debt in
the first place.

Hospitals can protect patients from
burdensome medical debt
Employers can reduce the risk of medical
debt through smarter plan/benefit design

Clinicians can link patients to financial
counseling resources
Advocates can speak out for protections
e.g. against balance billing
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Do one thing to prevent: Advocate
Advocate against surprise outof-network bills (“balance
billing”), especially for
ambulance rides
•

•

Most states do not have laws that directly
protect consumers from balance billing by an
out-of-network provider for care delivered in
an ED or in-network hospital.
• Most state laws that do protect
patients from surprise billing do not
apply to ground ambulance rides
As patients and caregivers: Before signing
forms accepting financial responsibility, write
in “as long as the providers are in my
insurance network.”
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Do one thing to prevent: Employers
• Make contributions to HSAs,

especially for lower-wage workers,
and establish wage-based benefit
design
•

•

Employees with high-deductible health plans
(HDHPs) are more likely to report medical bill
problems than those in plans with lower deductibles
(26% vs 15%).
The adverse effects of HDHPs are greatest among
lower-wage workers.

Resource: National Alliance of Healthcare Purchaser Coalitions,
Action Brief

• Add your voice to strengthen medical

debt protections
Resource: Campaign to End Medical Debt
www.endmedicaldebt.org
Resource: National Consumer Law Center
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Do one thing to prevent: Hospitals
•
•

Strengthen hospital Financial Assistance Policies
(FAPs)
Educate patients about their rights:
•

•
•

Ask for:
• A complete itemized bill
• Bill reduction
• Bill forgiveness, and/or
• A 0% interest repayment plan

Strengthen links to nonprofit financial counseling
services
Use quality improvement to align and drive
medical debt reduction and community health
improvement efforts

Resources
• An American Sickness by
Elisabeth Rosenthal
• Community Catalyst
• National Foundation for Credit
Counseling
• Healthcare Bluebook
• Clear Health Costs
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Strategy:
Prevention
Andrea Werner, Senior Vice President Bellin Health
Maggie Koch, RN BSN, BS
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Bellin Health
MISSION
In partnership with the people of Northeast Wisconsin
and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, Bellin Health
strives to improve the health and wellbeing of every
person in our region while making healthcare quality,
experience and cost the best in the nation.
VISION
People in our region will be their healthiest during every
stage of their lives, and will be able to afford the services
and products we provide.

IDEA GENERATION OF POINT
• Stakeholders in the region came

together to embark upon a 18 month
improvement initiative.
o Start: 1st Quarter of 2016
o Goal:
• Decrease Poverty in Northeastern
Wisconsin
•

Teach Improvement Science.

• For this work, stakeholders in NE

Wisconsin have partnered with the
Institute for Healthcare Improvement
(IHI).

WHO IS POINT?
•

42 Teams
o Oshkosh to Green Bay
o For and Non Profit community
organizations
•

Resource providers to the community
members in poverty

•

Weekly Meetings with Core Team
• Monthly Calls with POINT teams working
on same driver
• Learning sessions
o All teams gather for two day conference
o Update & Learning
•

PDSA (Plan, Do, Study, Act) , Run Chart,
Data
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“POINT”-ING BELLIN IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
• How can Bellin Health contribute to reducing poverty

in NE Wisconsin?
• Medical Debt is the one of the main contributors

that send patients and families into financial ruin.
• Bellin has a practice of sending patients to

collections which contributes to the continuum of
medical debt.
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Percent of Unique Bellin Employee Accounts Sent To Collections
October 2014 - September 2015
12.00%

10.00%

Percent

8.00%

6.00%
Percent
Baseline (Avg)

4.00%

2.00%

0.00%

AIM: Reduce the ratio of bad debt to community care
from 2.63 to 1.32 by 12/31/2018.
Baseline Data (October 2014 – September 2015)
Total Hospital Unique Patients Sent to Collections

11,142

Total Hospital Unique Patients

192,917

Baseline Hospital Unique Patients % Sent to
Collections

5.78%

Guiding Principles
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FIRST STEPS
Create Team and invite key stake holders
• The Bellin Health Team Members
o Heart and Vascular Senior Leader

o Care Coordination
o Billing Representative
o Patient Financial Services

o Human Resources
o Data Analyst
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PDSA # 1 Voice of Customer
1.) Interview patient sent to bad debt
2.) Interview employees sent to bad debt
3.) Interviewed House of Hope residents
“The last shall be first”
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Key Findings
Our patients do not understand the resources available
to them
People do not understand their insurance
There is a an opportunity to improve understanding of
access points in healthcare as it relates to cost.
People want to know what resources we have
People want to pay their bills
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PDSA Buckets
Mechanism to Deliver
Reliable Message

Elements of Bundle
1.1

1.2

Begin to Identify the Elements of a
Collection Prevention Bundle with
ICU patients
Do we have the Right
Comprehensive Collection
Prevention Bundle Elements

2.1

2.2
2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9

Moving financial counseling
upstream to the hospital setting
Case Management Informs
Patients of the Financial
Counselors Availability
Quickly Identify Patients to Test
our Collection Prevention Bundle
Identify Case Managers Process
for Recognizing Patients who are
Prepared & in Need of Financial
Discussion
Provide Education on Bellin Health
Financial Options
Direct Access Channel via
Cafeteria
Increase Awareness to Employees
for Financial Health Resources
Direct Access Channel via Patient
Rooms
Preop Financial Education

Sustainability via
Community Connections
3.1

Engage all POINT teams to
identify and Collect Community
Resources
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PDSA #2

Interviewed
patients (1)

Patient in
the ICU (1)

Tested
Concepts

OB Unit

Moms (4)

Created
Healthcare 100
Presentation

2.7
Increase Awareness to Employees for Financial Health
Resources
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The birth of Healthcare 100

VALIDATING VOICE OF CUSTOMER
Goal: Assess the knowledge of Bellin Employees
surrounding their financial health
Identify key areas of focus
192 participants
Offered online
Over two week period of time

Participation all across organization
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WHICH AREAS OF FINANCIAL HEALTH WOULD YOU LIKE ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION ON TO HELP IMPROVE YOUR UNDERSTANDING?
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Co-Designing Healthcare 100
•
•
•
•
•

Interactive way to reach our employee population
Connected access to healthcare with financial cost
Highlighted financial resources unique to Bellin and
available in our community.
Basics of insurance
Created Discussion around the topic of “ Financial
Health” within the organization.
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Financial Health 100 Pre and Post-Test
Comparison: Percent Correct
80%

73%

70%

60%

51%
50%

Pre
40%

Post

30%
20%
10%
0%
Pre

Post
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Patient Voice
Blane Shepherd
Environmental Services
Bellin Health

PDSA Progression: Healthcare 100
Community
Presentation
(120 Day
Cycle)
PARS
Round
Table
(300+)
Bellin
EVS
Team
(50)
House of
Hope
Residents
(8)

Created
presentation
Healthcare 100

Collected
Pre & Post Data
Healthcare 100
Presented to
Sleep &
Pulmonary,
Food & Nutrition

Survey Monkey
for Bellin
Employees to
gather baseline
data
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PDSA # 3 Financial Health Matters Brochure
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3 Wins for POINT Team
• Financial health is now being measured at a strategic

system level.
•

Bad Debt to Community Care Ratio

• POINT Evolves into System Wide Campaign
• Redesigning Bills
• Simple application obtain financial assistance
• ED utilization team
• Empowering People
• Financial Health Brochure
• Healthcare 100
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System Scorecard Snapshot
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Our Next Steps
▪ Patient Financial Experience
▪ Payment Plans
▪ MyChart
▪ Price Transparency
▪ Equity
▪ Community Engagement
▪ Waste

Medical Debt Prevention Bundle
If we provided our staff and patients with a set of tools and
resources, would that decrease the number of patients in
collections?
Step 1: Create team for medical debt and poverty
reduction
Use key pillars: Empowerment / Quality improvement / Co-Design

Step 2: Interview patients and review data
Step 3: Gather allies and identify resources
Step 4: Brainstorm and select change ideas
Resource: Campaign to End Medical Debt – Bellin Health

Step 5: Run PDSA cycles
Online plug & play toolkit available to support you to develop
your own Upstream QI Campaign to end medical debt
https://www.endmedicaldebt.org/for-hospitals.html
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Thank you

Rishi Manchanda, MD, MPH
President, HealthBegins
rishi@healthbegins.org

Maggie Koch RN, BSN, BS
Heart Lung & Vascular Clinical
Coordinator
Maggie.koch@bellin.org

Andrea Werner, MSW
Senior VP, Bellin Health
Andrea.werner@bellin.org

